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Lesson 4



Tentative list of topics to cover:

• From statistics and linear algebra to power spectral densities
• Historical perspectives and examples in many areas of 

physics
• Correlation functions in classical optics (field-field; intensity-

intensity; field-intensity) part ii
• Correlation functions in quantum examples
• Correlations and conditional dynamics for control
• Correlations in quantum optics of the field and intensity
• Optical Cavity QED
• From Cavity QED to waveguide QED.



The first order coherence

𝑔 ! 𝜏 = "∗ # "(#%&)
" # " ⟶ < cos 𝜙 𝑡 − 𝜙 𝑡 + 𝜏 >

This is the phase correlation between two optical fields 
and gives the visibility of the interference fringes for the 
interference between the two fields. If the phase is
changing in time, there is a frequency; a linewidth. This 
correlation may be complex.



Reference that includes pulsed sources:
Zheyu Jeff Ou 

“Quantum Optics for Experimentalists”
World Scientific, Singapore 2017





(4.17)

reminiscent of WKK theorem



4.2.2 Pulsed Waves and Non-Stationary 
Processes

Instantaneous Intensity: 
I(t) =E*(t)E(t).

Total Energy of the pulse:



Then the correlation function:

the spectral relation in Eq. (4.20), reminiscent of the 
WKK theorem, stands for pulsed light field. 



4.2.5 Transform-Limited Pulse; Mode-Locked Optical Fields



The Intensity Intensity Correlation Function



Hanbury Brown and Twiss; Intensity 
Intensity correlation
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R. Hanbury Brown and R.Q. Twiss, Correlation between Photons in Two 
Coherent Beams of Light, Nature 177, 27 (1956).



Correlations of the intensity at t=0

It is proportional to the variance,
characterizes the statistics

𝐼0+ 𝛿(𝑡) ! = 𝐼0! + 2𝐼0𝛿 𝑡 + 𝛿 𝑡 !

𝐼 𝑡 = 𝐼0+ 𝛿(𝑡)

𝐼0+ 𝛿(𝑡) ! = 𝐼"! + 2𝐼0 𝛿(𝑡) + 𝛿(𝑡)! = 𝐼"! + 𝛿(𝑡)!



Intensity correlations (bounds)

The correlation is maximal at equal times 
(t=0) and it can not increase. 

)()()()(2 22 tt ++£+ tItItItI
Cauchy-Schwarz



How do we measure 𝑔 " 𝜏



Diode, gives a current
proportional to the intensity 
of the field 

Mixer, gives as output the
product of the two 
currents. Then integrate 
(average).

Original astronomical 
setup 1952 (analog)



Digital approach:
The photocurrent is proportional to the 
intensity  I(t)
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• Discretize the time series.
• Apply the algorithm for the correlation the vector.
• Careful with the normalization. 



Ii

Ii+n

Displace to multiply (internal product)

Discretize:

Add and average:



Another form to measure the correlation with with the 
waiting time distribution of the photons. The minimum 
size of the variance of the electromagnetic field. 
• Store the time separation between two consecutive 

pulses (start and stop).
• Histogram the separations
• If the fluctuations are few you get after 

normalization g(2)(t).
• Work at low intensities (low counting rates).

time
Intensity (photons)



Use a time stamp card. Later process the 
data, then you can calculate all sorts of 
correlations.

Digitize the full signal (important to identify 
the nature of the event e.g. particle 
physics).



G. T. Foster, S. L. Mielke, and L. A. Orozco, 
"Intensity correlations of a noise-driven diode 
laser," J. Opt. Soc. Am. B, 15, 2646 (1998).



Simultaneous measurement of g(2)(t). 

Digital storage oscilloscope 
(DO) captures the 
photocurrent from the 
photomultiplier tube (PMT). 
The correlation is 
calculated later 

Waiting time distribution with 
avalanche photodiodes 
(APD). The time to digital 
converter (TDC) stores the 
intervals for later 
histogramming. 



Intensity correlations of a diode laser driven by noise.

The Wiener-Khintchine-Kolmogorov ttheorem gives the unnormalized 
correlation function G(2)(t) from the power spectral density of the noise.



Power spectrum of the noise source. 
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Comparison of g (2) (t) : (a) waiting time distribution of 
photon counts, (b) time series of photocurrent.



Intensity Field Correlations



Review Article:
H. J. Carmichael, G. T. Foster, L. A. 
Orozco, J. E. Reiner, and P. R. Rice, 
“Intensity-Field Correlations of Non-
Classical Light”. Progress in Optics, Vol. 
46, 355-403, Edited by E. Wolf Elsevier, 
Amsterdam 2004.



• The main object of interest is the 
optical FIELD. That is what is what 
is quantized.

• Can we measure the FIELD of a 
state with an average of ONE 
PHOTON in it?



Interference of two waves with amplitudes E1 and e
E1e

iφ1 +εe iφ2

Asumiendo que las amplitudes son reales

I =| E1e
iφ1 +εe iφ2 |2

I =E1
2 + 2E1ε cos(φ1 −φ2 )+ε 2

A primer orden en ε
I = I1 + 2E1ε cos(φ1 −φ2 )

Si las fases son iguales: Homodina
Si las fases son diferentes: Heterodina
Se amplifica la señal (asi funcionan los celulares, etc.)

to first order in e as E1>>1

homoyne if the phases are equal
heterodyne if the phases are different, may be 
time dependent.



Homodyne detection

Interfere two fields: A 
local oscillator (LO) and 
a signal (S). The 
resulting photocurrent 
has a term proportional 
to the amplitude of S 
and also depends on 
the cosine of the phase 
difference  f between 
LO and S. 

|LO cos(f) + S|2 = |LO|2 + 2 LO S cos(f) + |S|2

Signal
�ȍ�Local Oscillator 
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Beam
Splitter



Review of shot noise :

Shot noise happens whenever the transport of 
energy is through a finite number of discreet 
particles. For example, electric charge e
(Schottky 1918). If the number of particles is 
small and it follows a Poisson distribution 
(random independent events), it can be the 
dominant noise.  



• The mean of a Poisson distribution is n
• The variance of a Poisson distribution n
• The signal to noise ratio n1/2

• A Poisson distribution with n large 
approximates a Gaussian. 

• The current spectral density (i) of noise is: 
(2e|i|)1/2 with units of [A/Hz1/2].

• The power of the noise depends on the 
detection bandwith and the Resistance  R: 
P(n)=R2e|i|Dn. 



Review of Coherent States|a>
The coherent state |a> is the eigenstate of the annihilation 
operator:

â α =α α

Its amplitude (complex): a. Its mean squared: a*a=|a|2

They are states with the minimum uncertainty allowed 
by quantum mechanics.  Equal on both quadratures

Relation to Fock states:



Perfect detector i(t) = |a + Da|2
i(t) = |a| 2 + 2  a Da + |Da|2 ;   <a*a>=n

DC ~ n    Shot noise ~ n1/2   neglect. 



Correlation functions tell us something about the 
fluctuations.

Correlations have classical bounds.

They are conditional measurements.

Can we use them to measure the field associated 
with a FLUCTUATION  of one photon?



Correlation function; Conditional measurement. 

Detect a photon: Now follow the evolution of the 
conditional quantum mechanical state in the system.

The system has to have at least two photons.

Do we have enough signal to noise ratio? 

|LO|2 +         2 LO S cos (f)
SHOT NOISE               SIGNAL



How to correlate fields 
and intensities?



Detection of the field: Homodyne.

Conditional Measurement: Only 
measure when we know there is a 

photon. 



The Intensity-Field correlator.

𝐻 𝜏 = 𝑔#/! 𝜏 = 𝐼 0 𝐸 𝑡 + 𝜏

I E



Balanced homodyne detector suppresses technical 
common noise.

The correlator is a digital storage oscilloscope;
Only average the photocurrent if there is a 
fluctuation.

The average of shot noise is zero.



Condition on a Click
Measure the correlation function of the Intensity and 

the Field:
<I(t) E(t+t)>

Normalized form:
hq(t) = <E(t)>c /<E>

From Cauchy Schwartz inequalities:

21)0(0 0 £-£ h

1)0(1)( 00 -£- hh t



Thanks




